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Thumbs Up is the first and only FREE web snapshot tool on the market. Simple to use, Thumbs Up is the easiest way to create
beautiful thumbnail images for websites. "I have just purchased Thumbs Up and I have been trying to find something like it for a
long time. It just saves me so much time and hassle trying to do it all by myself. If you are looking for something like Thumbs Up
then I highly recommend it and I will be using it for a long time." Bob L. "Thumbs Up really has a lot of great features and is worth
every penny. I would recommend this program to anyone looking to manage, and catalog their sites." Chris R. "Thumbs Up is the
real deal! I am so impressed with this product that I think I'll buy a second copy just in case it breaks." Scott C. "I have been a
Thumbs Up user for many years now and I find it a very easy program to use. The speed with which I can snap a thumbnail in
seconds is just incredible. I have tried other programs and they never seem to come close to the performance and ease of Thumbs
Up. It is a very good tool indeed." Daniel A. "I highly recommend Thumbs Up. It is quick and easy to use, the best of its class."
Scott R. "This is the second time I have used this software and have been very impressed with it. I can snap thumbnails in seconds."
S.L. "Thumbs Up is a great program! It is really user friendly and I just love the fact that I can re-use thumbnails. The program also
allows me to send other people direct links." Sara C. "Thumbs Up is one of the most powerful, simple-to-use, image thumbnail
software programs on the market. If you want a fast way to create thumbnails, then I recommend Thumbs Up." John H. "I really
like the Thumbs Up program. It is so easy to use and efficient. Great job!" John J. "I would recommend Thumbs Up. It is very user
friendly and is extremely simple to use. Also it is very easy to create web pages from each web page in the program itself. Plus it's
free!!!" L.G. "Thumbs Up is perfect for someone who has a lot of websites to go through and wants to get thumbnails of

Thumbs Up Download

It will copy your selected text to your clipboard before it being pasted into the text editor. Sometimes the browser copy and paste
function is not working. Here is a useful Macro program can do it for you.Keystrokes to enter Macro programs: 1. Ctrl+L key -
click the Edit menu and select "New macro program" 2. Ctrl+K key - enter the keystroke. 3. Ctrl+S key - Enter and Execute the
keystroke KEYMACRO is a windows application, and it is very easy to use. Just click a key, and you can copy or paste anything
you want. What's new in version 4.2.00: 1. Copy / Paste bookmark with 'Google' search box as well 2. Mouse wheel support 3.
Enable Auto Scroll 4. Automaticly fix url after pasting What's new in version 4.2.00: 1. Copy / Paste bookmark with 'Google'
search box as well 2. Mouse wheel support 3. Enable Auto Scroll 4. Automaticly fix url after pasting What's new in version 4.1.21:
1. Fixed 'Error: Page is not defined.' when open My Webpage first time What's new in version 4.1.21: 1. Fixed 'Error: Page is not
defined.' when open My Webpage first time What's new in version 4.1.19: 1. Fixed 'Error: Unable to read the page source code.'
when open My Webpage What's new in version 4.1.19: 1. Fixed 'Error: Unable to read the page source code.' when open My
Webpage What's new in version 4.1.15: 1. Fixed 'Error: Unable to open web page.' when Open My Webpage What's new in
version 4.1.14: 1. Fixed 'Error: Unable to open web page.' when Open My Webpage What's new in version 4.1.09: 1. Added 'Save
web page before copy the address to clipboard' 2. Fixed 'Error: The page is not responding' when copy the address to clipboard and
Open the address first time. What's new in version 4.1.08: 1. Fixed 'Error: The page is not responding' when copy the address to
clipboard and Open the address first time. What's new in version 4 1d6a3396d6
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View the differece between two.diff files. Escape characters from html encoding Escape the meta characters Remove any line
breaks Filter the diffs Allow only an editor to see diffs Options: - diff - output format and colour scheme - regex - no space before
and after - filter - files to show - encoding - using the specified - moveup - shows moves on top - movedown - shows moves on
bottom - moveleft - shows moves to the left - moveright - shows moves to the right - moveup - opens the given file - movedown -
opens the given file - moveleft - opens the given file - moveright - opens the given file - diff - opens the given file - diff2 - opens
the given file - use - deletes lines from the diff - selectall - selects all - filters - no spaces before and after - showpasses - show pass
or fail commits - nofilter - no filters - ignorecase - ignore case - header - show header - middle - show middle - ignorerenum - show
numbers without leading zeros - ignorerenum - show numbers without leading zeros - output - what to output the diff to -
colorscheme - used to set the diff output colour scheme - diffoutformat - what to output the diff to - ignoredate - ignore date
changes - ignorerenumdate - ignore date changes - ignorerenumdate - ignore date changes - ignorerenumdate - ignore date changes
- ignorerenum - ignore numbers - ignorerenum - ignore numbers in a range - ignorerenum - ignore numbers in a range -
ignorerenum - ignore numbers in a range - ignorerenum - ignore dates - ignorerenum - ignore dates - ignorerenum - ignore numbers
in a range and dates - ignorerenum - ignore numbers in a range and dates - showpasses - show pass or fail commits - directory - no
space before or after - diff - change

What's New in the?

As a web-standart, Thumbs Up is easy-to-use and intuitive to use. With its intuitive user interface and powerful navigation
controls, Thumbs Up offers fast, professional snapshots of websites with breathtaking simplicity and ease of use. With its intuitive
user interface and powerful navigation controls, Thumbs Up offers fast, professional snapshots of websites with breathtaking
simplicity and ease of use making it an extremely powerful tool. Thumbs Up enables both internet novices and web professionals
alike to create instant snapshots of web pages. Offering anyone the ability to navigate back to any website by simply opening a
thumbnail image. Thumbs Up is easy-to-use and is now 100% fully drag-and-drop compliant, and comes complete with powerful
features, such as autofill, search tools, popup blocker, intelligent website review system and site info builder. Here are some key
features of "Thumbs Up": ￭ Capture professional quality thumbnails instantly! ￭ Small Desktop "footprint", intuitive GUI. ￭
Streamlined Mini Browser design aids productivity. ￭ Capture dynamically loading websites "on the fly" ￭ Enhanced file support -
BMP, JPG, GIF, PNG, HTML, HTM, SHTML ￭ Automatically fills in address bar URLs for thumbnail images! ￭ Save
thumbnails in a variety of sizes and formats ￭ Powerful Zoom magnification tools ￭ User friendly 'Drag and Drop' application
interface ￭ Mini Browser with Hyperlink support ￭ Optional progress bar visualisation ￭ Fast native Browser Launcher ￭ In built
Google search tools ￭ Webpage star rating and popularity score ￭ Revolutionary AI website user review! ￭ View a site's web
history with our handy Archive Thumbnail Tool ￭ On screen search icon option ￭ HTML source code viewer ￭ Print preview
added functionality ￭ Interactive Help System ￭ Pop up Blocker and security enabled tools. ￭ Fully featured navigation system ￭
On Screen Tooltips Requirements: ￭ Personal computer with Pentium 100MHz processor or better. ￭ At least 16 MB of RAM ￭ 2
MB Free hard disk space ￭ Windows compatible sound card. ￭ Microsoft Mouse or compatible pointing device. ￭ Microsoft
Internet Explorer version 3.02 or later. ￭ Internet connection. Copyright: Copyright (c) 2005,2006,
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System Requirements For Thumbs Up:

You'll need a PC with a GPU that can run DirectX 11. Minimum system requirements are: Minimum: OS: Windows XP, Windows
Vista Processor: Intel Pentium 4 2.0 GHz or AMD Athlon 64 2.0 GHz or better Memory: 1 GB RAM Graphics: DirectX
11-compliant graphics card with 1 GB of RAM Hard Disk: 500 MB free hard drive space DirectX: DirectX 9 or DirectX 11
Network: Broadband internet connection Sound: DirectX Compatible sound
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